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If necessary, we talk to you in your native
language.
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You work and learnt:
30 hours a week, Monday to Friday
08:00 – 15:00 , including breaks
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You want to find a job or start a vocational

In our workshops and in real companies you

education (job training) in Germany?

can show your skills and abilities.

We can help you. This will take you 12 weeks.

You get the possibility to test yourself in

Do you speak some more languages?

different professions.

Which schools or colleges did you visit?

You choose a profession which meets your

Do you have any certificates to prove your

strengths und interests.

knowledge?

Which skills and abilities do you have?
How can you improve your German?

We will inform you:
Which professions exist in Germany?
Which profession fits for me?
What are my strengths?
Which insurences do I need and how do
	I get them?

You can prove your skills and abilities in this
profession working in a company or for an
employer.
A personal mentor will assist you, if any

Did you learn any profession in a vocational
training?
What kind of job do you want to find?
If needed you get personal assistance:

Which are my rights and duties on job?

difficulties turn up.

How does vocational education work in

Together we develop your professional profile

Problems in your all day life

Germany?

which shows your skills.

Questions concerning laws for foreigners

How can my certificates be approved?
How do I find a job or vocational education?
How do I best apply for a job?

We help you, to apply for a job or job training.
	Curriculum vitae
Professional profile
High quality photo
	Online application

Questions about accommodation
Problems with kindergarten or school for
your children
Searching for a job or vocational training
and much more.

